A self-learning Audio Player was built to learn a users habits by analyzing operations the user does when listening to music. The selflearning component is intended to provide a better music experience for the user by generating a special playlist based on the prediction of a users favorite songs. The rough set core characteristics are used throughout the learning process to capture the dynamics of changing user interactions with the audio player. The engine is evaluated by simulation data. The simulation process ensures the data contain specific predetermined patterns. Evaluation results show the predictive power and stability of the hybrid engine for learning a users habits and the increased intelligence achieved by combining rough sets and NN when compared with using NN by itself.
Introduction
An audio player is popular software in every day life. Most people are using it to enjoy music when they are jogging, reading, resting and so on. There are a lot of different types of audio players, for example, Windows Media Player and iTunes. Most of them have just a basic function, like playing songs or shuffling song lists. The objective of this reasearch is to develop a RS and NN hybrid system that learns users preferences in a music player.
Background
When we will use the short form APP, we are referring specifically to a digital iPhone application though apps are used for all sorts of platforms other than digital iPhone applications, and we will use iOS to mean iPhone operating system.The Apple App store is a digital application distribution platform for iOS, developed and maintained by Apple Inc. People can develop their own applications, and publish them in the APP store. As of February 10, 2012, there are more than 700,000 third-party apps officially available on the APP store. As in May 15, 2013, downloads from the APP store reached 50 billion. Compared with the other digital platforms, the iOS APP store is the most popular digital application store.
iTunes is a product developed by Apple Company to play music. iTunes has a inventive function called Genius. This function can recommend playlists (a list of songs), provide a mixture of songs that go great together chosen from different libraries, and suggest songs that the user may like. The mechanism by which iTunes Genius works is proprietary to Apple. Researchers are studying Genius,trying out Genius on a test collection of music, and analyzing how it may be working. Their conclusion [1] is, first of all that Genius performs well at detecting acoustically similar songs, and secondly that its recommendation is derived from a purely content-based system. By content-based system, they mean that the songs are compared by descriptors developed by musicologists to judge whether two songs sounds similar. Those researchers contrast the content-based approaches with the meta-data approaches by which they mean the information about music such as artist, album and genre.
iTunes records the detailed information about songs the user has played including how many times the song has been played. It seems as though iTunes Genius [1] [2] recommends the playlist by analyzing such detailed information that reflect the habits of users, like which genre of music the user usually listens to, which artist is the users favorite and which album the user tends to play. It is a very interesting area in AI to build software that can learn user habits and try to make a better solution for the user.
Objectives and Novelty
The main objective of this project is to analyze music with respect to the users operation on it such as how many times the song has been skipped and how many times the song has been picked. The first novelty of our approach is to develop a rough set and neural network hybrid system that learns users preferences in the music player. While others have used previously implemented RS and NN engines as third-part software, we implement the RS and NN engine by developing our own software. That is, we do the hybridization at the code level. The expected advantage is avoidance of the manual step between the Rough Set engine and the NN, that was required on the previous approaches [3] [4]. We use rough sets core characteristics to guide NNs learning process in code.
In previous work, RS core characteristics were used to initialize the weight of inputs to the NN [4] . We tried this approach and found that it does not offer much advantage in improving the learning speed of the NN. However, in our research, we are using the important attributes to guide weight training throughout the training process not just at initialization to make sure the insignificant attributes will not have any influence on the learning process. The novelty lies in development of dynamic weight training because an attribute may become significant as people use this system while earlier it was not significant. Conversely, a significant attribute may no longer be significant.
